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notion of activity. Such models tend to be workow-oriented: they show the sequence
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an ontology for e-business models. Here, we briey survey the core concepts, only to
           

            
       (see below) actors makes prot. In a sound,
    actor is capable of making prot.
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  add value and must be protable. The rationale for this is that during
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experience of a desired contact to the FAP. This ow relates to the   
                 
ow is necessary as           
              
   itself. Note that in the process model, the conrmation ows
from contact searcher to FAP, while the desired contact ows from the FAP to the contact
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direct physical or information ow. The previous example illustrates this case also.
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 A method for supporting WWW retrieval by constructing a exible
           
          
viewpoint is a nite set of consistent category names. A set of documents retrie-
          
           
         
           
            
           
            
     

 

          
        
            
   

              
             
        
which can extract only documents relevant to the user’s purpose of retrieval is difcult,
     

     provides a userwith a human-classied collection
            
             
             
          
              
informationonofcial research facilities inNarawhich are responsible for environmental
         

        

              
    



       

             
        

     
    
       

In the above case, the user hesitates over which category to select rst, and even if the
               
          
            
purpose of retrieval and one xed structure cannot cope with this versatility of criteria.

            
   exible          
               
         
that classies a subset of documents which are related to the user’s interest. Providing
             
            exibility   
           
the user’s purpose of retrieval. For the above example, where ofcial research facilities
         
                 
          
 

         

     

           
gorization viewpoint is a nite set of consistent category names. A set of documents
          
            
           
             



      

            
              
        

               
            
           
         
         

          
            
               
           
                
              
             
               
and a query issued by the user is automatically rened to achieve higher precision and
             
However, it seems difcult to decompose a document set in a consistent way and/or
           

           
           
             
             
            
             
                
cluster appropriately, sufcient information on each cluster should be provided for the
user. However, it is difcult to automatically associate a title or a summary with a cluster.
            
            
               
             
          

           
             
               
           
              
   

        
      



       

  

              
which roughly reect the user’s purpose of retrieval. (ii) Construct a category structure
        

            
     
is a nite set of categories. For example, a categorizationviewpoint  
           
  



      

               
      and a nite set of category names     


                 

             
                
         
            
      

   

   [13] is used for dening the similarity coefcient between a
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tionwill be dened in subsection 2.3. In the decomposition based on the initial value
                 
           
smooth the categorization by redening the category vector     
          

  




   

               
      

                
             
the nal result of the session or to further decompose    

                 

  

         
             

   of documents is dened as expression (2) when the clearness is used, and is
dened as expression (3) when the entropy is used. The effectiveness of the two criteria
        

             
            

  

belongs; that is, the similarity coefcient between  
     

similarity coefcient between    
    

a categorization viewpoint resulting in high clearness does not always reect the user’s
               
           
           of documents is dened
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A categorization viewpoint resulting in high entropy offers an efcient means of nar-
            
                
                 
         







    

 

 

           
          



       

             
             
retrieve documents containing specied keywords. The system also uses a Japanesemor-
           
         

To evaluate the method, we dened the following four experimental systems and we
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in Figure 5. In the gure, the curves labeled with Clearness, Entropy, Clustering and
                
                
           
and can provide the decomposition which reects the user’s purpose of retrieval. When
             
           
               
very low is not important since the recall is dened relative to not the entire document
             













     









   

               
             
            
              
recall and the precision becomes higher. By denition, the entropy of a categorization
            
             
 

  

            
               
           



      

                     
   

               
        

                
    
             

         
            

              
            
                 
Calculate the correlation coefcient of        

               
               
             
              
      

             
              
              
              
            
results in a signicant difference between clearness and entropy in the case of   
                  
              
        

 Averages of Correlation Coefcients between the Score and the Precision

    
      

 

    
   
   

    
   
   

*1: The average of the correlation coefcient between the score and the precision for each topic.
                 

   



       

 

In this paper, we proposed a method for supporting WWW retrieval using a exible
           
            
            
            
  

           
             
          
              
               
           


 



 




  











          

        

            
the proposed method. For example, it should be claried whether a user looses the
advantage of being familiar with a xed category when documents are dynamically
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